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**Abstract**

ROOFER is a condition-assessment tool used by facility managers to objectively assess roof condition in order to justify repair/replace decisions. Currently however, ROOFER does not account for energy use and sustainability factors in its repair/replace recommendations. This project was aimed at incorporating energy factors into an enhanced version of the ROOFER methodology to provide facility managers with alternative energy-saving options. The output of Enhanced ROOFER is an estimated total cost of ownership over the expected lifespan for alternative energy-efficient roof types. The purpose of the tool is to determine an optimal roof-replacement option based on maintenance, energy, and installation costs amortized over the roof life. Demonstration of Enhanced ROOFER was performed at three military installations, and as a result of the findings, the team concluded that a policy to encourage the use of cool roofs was warranted in lieu of the use of a fully developed Enhanced ROOFER system. UFC 3-110-03, “Roofing with Change 2,” was subsequently revised to allow for use of thermoplastic olefin roof types and encourage the use of cool roofs in general.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Roofs are the first line of defense against environmental hazards for building occupants and asset protection. Failure of roofs in most cases is unacceptable, spawning the creation and use of sophisticated roof asset management methodologies and associated technological tools for large roof asset portfolios. One such tool is the ROOFER™ Sustainment Management System (SMS), developed by the U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center - Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-CERL).

ROOFER is a condition assessment tool used by facility mangers to objectively assess roof condition in order to justify repair/replace decisions. It also allows for programming a constrained budget to optimize use of available roofing maintenance funds. Currently however, ROOFER does not account for energy use and sustainability factors in its repair/replace recommendations. Options such as the installation of solar photovoltaics or replacement with energy-efficient materials such as cool roofs are not considered by ROOFER.

This project was aimed at incorporating energy factors into the ROOFER methodology through the creation of Enhanced ROOFER to provide facility managers with alternative energy-saving options that allow the opportunity to optimize roof life-cycle costs.

The use of existing energy calculators was employed to calculate roof energy and sustainability factors. The output of Enhanced ROOFER is an estimated total cost of ownership over the roof’s expected lifespan for alternative energy-efficient roof types to determine an optimal roof replacement option based on maintenance, energy, and installation costs amortized over a roof’s life span. Roof options incorporated in Enhanced ROOFER include roof-mounted solar panel arrays, cool roofs, and vegetated green roofs.

Enhanced ROOFER was demonstrated at Fort Riley, Luke Air Force Base (AFB), and Fort Bragg. A variety of low-slope roofs were assessed. Because cool roof maintenance, installation, and heat load costs are relatively low in the majority of roofs analyzed, the recommended course of action was to replace the roof with a cool roof when the in-place roof life cycle is complete. Although all three demonstrations occurred in relatively warm climates, this outcome was surprising because the assigned service life of a cool roof is relatively low compared with other competing roof membrane types.

During the demonstration, the team noted inherent challenges with the approach to incorporate energy factors into the ROOFER assessment. First, data input for the additional energy-related attributes required for the Enhanced ROOFER analysis proved difficult to attain and foreign to the roof inspection community. Second, the installation of traditional photovoltaics does not necessarily need to happen during the repair or replacement of a roof membrane, which is the primary event modeled by ROOFER. Finally, in every case encountered, the comparatively high installation and maintenance costs of vegetated roofs prohibited recommendation of their use.

As a result of these findings, the team concluded that a policy to encourage the use of cool roofs was warranted in lieu of the use of a fully developed Enhanced ROOFER system. Team members reported their findings to the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) Roofing Working
Group, supervised by Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. As a result of reporting this project’s findings, the UFC 3-110-03 Roofing with Change 2 (published 01 January 2017) was altered to allow for use of thermoplastic Olefin (TPO) roof types and encourage the use of cool roofs in general.
1. INTRODUCTION

The ROOFER Sustainment Management System (SMS) is an established and formalized automated management tool that can be used by facility managers to develop roofing repair and replacement projects. The Department of Defense (DoD) recently mandated the use of ROOFER at the installation level for performing roof asset management. Therefore, to effectively implement energy and sustainability technologies into roofing projects, such projects should be evaluated as part of the course of action (COA) analysis in ROOFER.

To develop and demonstrate this capability, the Environmental Security Technology Certification Program (ESTCP) project team evaluated existing models, protocols, and guidance for energy and sustainability technologies that have been developed by the roofing industry, DoD, and other government agencies. Four web applications were selected for integration with ROOFER. These applications provided the means for determining benefits that can be achieved with the use of increased roof insulation, cool roofing, vegetative roofing, and roof-mounted PV systems.

Necessary modifications were made to improve COA analysis recommendations and to integrate selected web tools for roof repair and replacement into the ROOFER COA analysis. The existing ROOFER inventory database for roofing system and component characteristics and properties was expanded to accommodate the added tools and features. The product of this effort is a prototype COA analysis for the ROOFER SMS that features multiple COA alternatives that incorporate energy performance considerations as part of project development.

Once this prototype development was completed, an enhanced version of ROOFER was implemented at three military installations (two Army and one Air Force). Using the enhanced COA analyses, the costs and benefits of incorporating energy and sustainability technologies were established on a project-by-project basis. Projections for total estimated cost savings and potential energy reduction were calculated to give DoD facility managers, energy managers, and other DoD stakeholders additional considerations for managing their roofing assets.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The Department of Energy (DoE) estimates that of the 36% of total energy use for facilities is attributable to building envelopes, with one-fourth of that amount (9%) attributable to the roofing component. With DoD currently spending about $4 billion per year on facility energy consumption, a reduction in the roofing contribution of as little as 5% would result in annual energy savings of approximately $18 million. Clearly, roofing projects offer significant opportunities to reduce energy costs at DoD installations.

Within the roofing industry, there are established selection criteria, design guidance, and tools for integrating energy-saving and sustainable technologies such as cool roofing, vegetative roofing, and roof-mounted photovoltaic (PV) systems into roofing design. It is becoming the norm for new DoD building construction projects to consider energy and sustainability technologies early in the design phase. However, the large majority of DoD roofing systems are being installed as replacements on existing buildings, not as roofs for new facilities. To
effectively incorporate energy-reduction and sustainability measures to meet DoD goals for reduced energy consumption, replacement roof projects need to be considered. However, there is no standard business process to perform COA analyses to determine the best options for replacement roofs.

On DoD installations, the ROOFER SMS is the accepted formalized process for developing roofing repair and replacement projects. Facility managers use ROOFER to access a set of systematic, automated procedures and COA analyses developed for managing roof assets. Specific physical and historical data about each individual roof is collected, along with standardized visual inspection information, to assess roof condition and determine repair and replacement requirements. Roofing-related energy savings and sustainability enhancements can be evaluated as part of the ROOFER COA analyses. This capability can guide DoD facility managers to help them efficiently and cost-effectively select and implement optimal repair and performance-improving technologies using multiple COA alternatives.

1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE DEMONSTRATION

The objective of this project was to demonstrate an enhanced ROOFER SMS that interfaces with existing web tools to enable facility managers to evaluate energy-saving options (enhanced insulation, cool roofing, vegetative roofing, and rooftop PV systems). The four selected tools were the Cool Roof Calculator, Roof Savings Calculator, Green Roof Energy Calculator, and PVWatts™. The key feature of ROOFER is the condition assessment based on inspection data and an inventory of physical and historical information concerning the roofing systems. The decision to repair or replace a roofing system remains predicated on the cost per year for these alternatives. However, Enhanced ROOFER is linked with automated tools that evaluate the energy and sustainability options and then import those results into the ROOFER COA analysis. By being able to evaluate the benefits that can be achieved by incorporating the various technologies as part of a replacement project, the user will be better informed to make decisions whether to repair a particular roof or replace it with a more energy-efficient option.

1.2.1 Testing

Testing of Enhanced ROOFER was performed at three installations (Army and Air Force) to demonstrate the utility and determine the projected benefits of integrating the various options into each service’s roof repair/replacement program.

1.2.2 Validation

The direct outputs generated by executing the ROOFER COA analyses serve as the means of validating the performance, costs, and benefits realized by implementing the different energy-saving and sustainability technologies. Results of the analyses are used to automatically generate repair and replacement projects for individual building roofs. Rollups of the output data determine the total savings and benefits that can be expected on an installation-wide basis.

Findings and Guidelines: The types and scopes of projects that are identified for the three installations can be extrapolated DoD-wide. The demonstrations provided measures of the
viability, potential magnitude of use, and projected energy savings and benefits that can be realized in implementing the different technologies at the individual sites. In addition, the adequacy of the roof insulation for the facilities to meet today’s standards is assessed. Based on the extrapolations, the DoD is positioned to refine existing related policies and regulations to ensure reasonable and achievable goals and objectives related to energy and sustainability.

**Technology Transfer:** Participating as part of the project team are representatives from the specific agencies involved in facility sustainment management for the two major services—Army Installation Management Command (IMCOM) and Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC). By performing full-scale implementations at two Army and one Air Force installation, each service gained a good understanding of how best to implement the technology to meet its specific needs and to fit its own work management system. Also, by using the Enhanced ROOFER COA and developing projects in concert with facility managers, the project team gained a good understanding of the level and type of training necessary to ensure successful tech transfer.

Current opportunities to develop implementation and technical support strategies for the ROOFER SMS are being investigated by the Engineering Research and Development Center-Construction Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-CERL) and the DoD’s military service proponents. Training for facility managers will need to be developed to enable them to fully use the analyses and decision-making tools to develop energy-efficient roofing projects that provide optimized roof service life and sustainability benefits.

**Acceptance:** Performing the demonstration at three sites with the service proponents directly involved and thus allowing them to quantify the magnitude of the benefits through use of the Enhanced ROOFER program should prove highly beneficial in achieving DoD-wide acceptance.

**Additional Benefits:** Multiple COA alternatives are provided, thus allowing the user or facility manager to better determine which COA is optimal. In addition, optimization of multiple alternatives is available to aid in the determination. A roof life-cycle analysis provides an estimated cost output to reveal possible savings over the life of the roof against other alternatives or against the baseline case. Because ROOFER is available for use in the private sector and by other governmental agencies, entities beyond the DoD can realize the same benefits. This ESTCP Final Report provides potential users with documentation of the costs, implementation requirements, and benefits achieved through implementation of the program.

**Deliverables:** Deliverables for each of the three demonstration sites included annual work plans for roofing rehabilitation that incorporated energy-efficient technologies. A full report of Enhanced ROOFER analyses and findings was delivered at the end of the project. The experiences gained by the project team were instrumental in identifying and developing ROOFER training requirements for facility managers, to include not only the newly enhanced capabilities of ROOFER but also the features of the recently developed web-based version of the program. Lessons learned in gathering inventory information from the contractor implementations were utilized in developing statement of work requirements for future implementation contracts.
1.3 REGULATORY DRIVERS

As stated previously, the DoD is interested in reducing energy consumption and constructing or maintaining sustainable building facilities. This dual policy push is reflected in policies and guidance documents that directly address these issues, including the Energy Policy Act (EPAct) of 2005, Section 102; and the U.S. Energy Independence and Security Act (EISA) of 2007, Section 431. Specific requirements include ensuring that all new construction, major renovations, repairs, and alterations of federal buildings comply with the “Guiding Principles for Federal Leadership in High Performance and Sustainable Buildings.” Those principles include optimizing energy performance through energy efficiency. The technologies (e.g., cool roofing, vegetative roofing, roof-mounted PV) evaluated in the Enhanced ROOFER COA analyses provide a means for reducing energy use. Program reports generated from the analyses provide estimates for energy savings for the various roof-related technologies on a project basis.

Cool roofing and insulation upgrades can significantly reduce the energy use of existing buildings. The Assistant Secretary of the Army (Installations, Energy and Environment) (ASA IE&E) in a Memorandum for Sustainable Design and Development Policy Update, dated 27 October 2010, requires that cool roof design strategies be selected and incorporated into roof replacements. As an additional incentive, cool roofs qualify for 1 point under the 2009 U.S. Green Building Council’s (USGBC’s) Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design–New construction (LEED-NC) Sustainable Sites Credit. Section 109 of EPAct 2005 requires federal building performance standards to exceed American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) requirements by 30%. ASHRAE Standard 90.1 (Energy Standard for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings), has specific requirements for the building envelope, including minimum R-values for roof insulation. The Enhanced ROOFER application considers roofing system R-values for all managed buildings, determines compliance, and estimates energy savings to be realized through compliance. The ASHRAE standard also requires that all roofs that do not meet certain minimum R-values are required to have established minimum three-year-aged solar reflectance values (i.e., cool roofing).

Sustainability is also a focus of the EISA because it directs the DoD to implement green technologies in its buildings. Green technologies such as vegetative roofing systems can provide improved storm water runoff and contribute to reducing heat-island effect. Renewable electrical energy (e.g., PV) is addressed in Section 203 of EPAct 2005, which requires that 7.5% of electricity by 2013 and beyond come from renewable sources. The Defense Authorization Act (DAA) for fiscal year (FY) 2007, Section 2852, establishes DoD goals to: (1) produce or procure not less than 25% of the total electric energy it consumes during FY2025 and thereafter from renewable energy sources; and (2) produce or procure such renewable energy when it is lifecycle cost effective to do so. Building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) systems and rack-mounted PV panels placed on rooftops can contribute to those goals.
2. TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

ROOFER SMS is a decision-support tool that provides facility managers at DoD installations with an automated and systematic approach to managing their inventory of building roofs. The system is a web-based computer application, and it follows procedures for collecting and managing inventory and inspection data and performing roof condition assessments. COA analyses are executed to develop repair and replacement projects and to identify long-range budget requirements that will provide the maximum return on investment. Figure 1 shows ROOFER’s major system components.

![Figure 1. ROOFER SMS components.](image)

During the first year of this ESTCP project, the team evaluated existing roofing-related technologies and tools that could be integrated with the ROOFER COA analyses to evaluate sustainability options as part of these repair/replacement projects. The following tools were selected for interfacing with the ROOFER SMS.

- **Cool Roof Calculator (CRC)** estimates the cooling and heating energy savings from differently colored low-slope roofs and different insulation R-value levels. ([http://web.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/facts/CoolCalcEnergy.htm](http://web.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/facts/CoolCalcEnergy.htm)).
- **Roof Savings Calculator** estimates the cooling and heating energy savings for roofs of different slopes and modern attic and cool-roofing technologies. ([http://web.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/SteepSlopeCalc/index.htm](http://web.ornl.gov/sci/roofs+walls/SteepSlopeCalc/index.htm)).
- **Green Roof Energy Calculator (GREC)** allows the comparison of energy performance of a vegetative roof to energy performance of the same building with either a dark or a white roof. ([http://greenbuilding.pdx.edu/GR_CALC_v2/grcalc_v2.php#retain](http://greenbuilding.pdx.edu/GR_CALC_v2/grcalc_v2.php#retain)).
• *PVWatts* calculates energy production and cost savings of grid-connected PV systems, using hour-by-hour performance simulations for estimated energy production. (http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/pvwatts/).

Through modification and expansion of the ROOFER COA analyses that occurred in the second year of this project, a cost-benefit analysis of energy-related technologies was incorporated to support the development of optimum roof rehabilitation projects.

### 2.1 TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

#### 2.1.1 ROOFER

Soon after the release of the original version of ROOFER (Shahin, Bailey, and Brotherson 1987, Vol. I and II), the system was implemented as a software application for microcomputers running the Microsoft Disk Operating System (MS-DOS).* This application, Micro ROOFER, included condition assessment procedures for bituminous built-up roofs (Shahin, Bailey, and Brotherson 1987, Vol. II). Since then, additional roof types have been incorporated, including single plies (Bailey et al. 1993), modified bitumens (Bailey 2010), asphalt shingles (Bailey 1999b), and metal panels (Bailey, Karbarz, and Sweeton 2012). With these additions and ROOFER's 2012 conversion to a web-based platform (Figure 2), greater than 95% of the DoD roofing can be managed at the installation level, with data readily accessible to higher-level managers. In 2010, the ROOFER SMS was approved by the DoD Information Assurance Certification and Accreditation Process (DIACAP), meaning ROOFER could be used on DoD information systems. All DoD installations are required to implement ROOFER along with other SMSs by 2018 (U.S. Department of Defense 2013).

![Figure 2. Screenshot of web-based ROOFER sustainment management system program.](image_url)

* Microsoft, MS-DOS, and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft, Inc., Redmond, WA.
The first step in implementing ROOFER at a DoD installation is to establish an inventory of all the building roofs to be managed by the user (Bailey et al. 1989). For evaluation purposes, each building roof is divided into smaller inspection units called sections, which are the management units for which all repair and replacement decisions are made. Building age, use, and other parameters are extracted from existing real property databases. Standardized forms are used to collect specific information about each roof section. These forms will include historical information (e.g., date of construction, date of last replacement) and physical information concerning dimensions and design/construction/material characteristics of each roof component (e.g., deck, insulation, membrane, surfacing, flashing).

To assess roof condition, an objective and repeatable rating system for identifying the roof's present condition is used (Shahin, Bailey, and Brotherson 1987, Volume I). For low-slope roofs, the membrane, flashing, and insulation components (for insulated roofs only) are evaluated individually. For asphalt shingles and metal roofs, the surfacing and flashings are evaluated. Treating each component separately provides an accurate assessment of component condition, waterproof integrity, and repair needs.

Visual surveys of the field of the roof and flashings are conducted by trained inspectors utilizing the formalized procedures found in the various ROOFER technical reports, which serve as inspection manuals. Existing roof distresses are measured and recorded using standardized techniques and procedures. For insulated membrane roofs, moisture surveys using methods such as infrared thermography are performed to identify potential areas of wet roof insulation. Core cuts from these areas are then extracted and analyzed to determine moisture content.

The inspection data, along with the inventory information, are input into the site’s database via the ROOFER web application. For each inspected roof section, the program computes a condition index (CI). The CI is a numerical rating ranging from 0 to 100, with 100 representing excellent condition. The individual component condition indexes are combined to produce a roof condition index (RCI). The RCI uses the same 0 to 100 scale and provides an overall rating of a roof section. The RCI also can aid in planning and prioritizing projects. Steps used to develop CIs from inspection data are as follows:

1. Inspect the roof and determine distress types and severity levels. Measure distress quantities and calculate the densities of the severity levels.
2. Determine the deduct values for each of the individual distresses.
3. Sum the individual distress deduct values, then apply a corrected deduct value adjustment factor to account for multiple distresses.
4. Subtract the total adjusted deduct value from 100 to compute the roof section CI.

Management at the project level consists of analyzing individual roofs and selecting the best alternative (repair or replace) without consideration given to the resource requirements of other projects being evaluated. Repair project requirements are formulated based on the collected distress information and a repair cost database. With an updated ROOFER database, the user is able to manage roofs on a project-by-project basis. The system’s knowledge base includes repair requirements, cost data, and roof performance algorithms. When coupled with inspection information, the user can perform an automated ROOFER COA analysis to identify optimal
rehabilitation strategies. Currently, the analyses consider the following two major options: (a) a repair project that includes permanent fixes to the roof covering and flashings to extend service life, and (b) a scheduled replacement project that includes interim temporary repairs to keep the system watertight until a projected replacement date is reached. The annualized repair cost for achieving an estimated additional service life and the projected cost per year for roof replacement provide means for selecting the most cost-effective option. Figure 3 shows the output results of the ROOFER COA analysis for a hypothetical roof section having a single-ply ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM) roof. In this particular case, a repair project was recommended to fix all repairable problems that were identified by inspection, thereby extending service life by an estimated 11 years. A Corrective Action Requirement sheet that includes itemized lists of repair tasks to be performed can be generated for each repair project.

![Figure 3. Roof section cost analysis for hypothetical roof.](image)

ROOFER can also be used to manage the entire inventory of building roofs at a programmatic level. By being able to roll up the inventory and inspection data along with the project-level COA analyses data, facility managers can generate automated reports that aid in developing overall short- and long-range plans for their buildings’ roofs. Figure 4 shows a ROOFER 10-year budget plan for a single installation. This budget plan provides a schedule of expected yearly expenditures for the entire database or portion of the database in order to accomplish temporary immediate repairs, major repair projects, roof replacements, and inspections. The repair and replacement project costs are generated from the ROOFER COA analysis results for each building’s roof. Costs for immediate repairs, intermediate M&R (maintenance and repair), and inspections are determined by using historical unit area costs.
2.1.2 Cool Roof Calculator

The CRC was developed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (Petrie et al. 2001; Petrie, Wilkes, and Desjarlais 2004). The calculator is an online tool that predicts heating and cooling loads per unit area to a low-slope membrane roofing system. These loads take into account user-defined roof-surface optical radiation properties, insulation levels, and building location. The calculator further estimates the difference in annual operating costs between the proposed roof and a ‘black’ roof, using the user-supplied local energy costs and equipment efficiencies. Alternately, it yields the amount of conventional insulation without radiation control that a roof needs in order to have the same annual energy costs as the same roof with the existing amount of conventional insulation and solar radiation control.

The CRC employs a one-dimensional transient heat-transfer model (Wilkes 1989) to calculate the annual heating and cooling loads with local typical meteorological year (TMY) weather data. The annual cooling and heating loads are functions of location, surface radiation properties (solar reflectance), and roof insulation R-value. These predictions can be made for small- and medium-sized facilities that purchase electricity and for large facilities that purchase electricity with a demand charge that is based on peak monthly load.

The CRC user interface screen is shown in Figure 5. The input parameters for the tool include location, building energy costs (e.g., insulation R-value, solar reflectance), HVAC equipment efficiencies (e.g., air conditioner, furnace, heat pump), and any electrical demand charges. The CRC outputs include yearly energy savings and loads for both cooling and heating.
2.1.3 Steep Slope Calculator

ORNL also developed a similar tool to the CRC, except for use with steep roofing systems. The Steep Slope Calculator (SSC) estimates heating and cooling loads attributable to ceiling insulation and roof covering characteristics for steep roofs that have ventilated attic spaces. The user specifies roof-surface optical radiation properties, ceiling insulation R-values, and building location (for climate purposes). The calculator (see Figure 6) provides estimated heating and cooling cost savings obtained from the user-proposed roof when compared to a black roof, using local energy costs and HVAC equipment efficiencies. Alternately, it yields the amount of required additional ceiling insulation needed by a black roof to achieve the same annual energy costs as the proposed roof.
The SSC is based on simulations performed using AtticSim, a computer tool for predicting the thermal performance of residential attics; the code for AtticSim is publicly available as an American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) protocol (New et al. 2011; ASTM C 1340-04). Similar to the CRC, the SSC is founded on simulations performed for several pairs of roof solar reflectance (SR) and thermal emittance (TE), and different levels of ceiling insulation. The simulations were done for several locations in different climate zones, using TMY weather data.

2.1.4 Green Roof Energy Calculator

The GREC is based on the vegetative rooftop model described by Sailor (2008). The physical-based model of the energy balance of a vegetated rooftop was developed and integrated into the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) EnergyPlus building energy simulation program. It incorporates a vegetation canopy and soil transport model that represents the following green roof physics:

- Long- and short-wave radiation exchange within the canopy (multiple reflections, shading)
- Effect of canopy on sensible heat exchange among ambient air, leaf, and soil surfaces.
- Thermal and moisture transport in the growing media, with moisture inputs from precipitation (and irrigation if desired).
- Evaporation from the soil surface and transpiration from the vegetation canopy.

The GREC allows comparison of building annual energy performance with a vegetative green roof as compared to a conventional roof. At present, simulations are available for new construction (ASHRAE 90.1-2004) and old construction (pre-ASHRAE 90.1-2004) of office and residential buildings, driven by data documenting typical precipitation and weather. Simulations for 100 cities were conducted during development of this calculator using 2 building vintages, 2 building categories (office & residential), and 20 roof types. The user inputs the building location, roof area, and building type, along with characteristics of the vegetative roof. The outputs include annual energy savings compared to a dark-colored and a light-colored membrane roof (Figure 7). Additional sustainability attributes are also generated, such as average sensible heat flux to the urban environment, latent heat flux to the urban environment, and estimated reduced volume of rooftop stormwater runoff.

2.1.5 PVWatts

PVWatts™ is an online calculator for estimating the annual energy production and cost savings of grid-connected PV systems. The tool, developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), creates hourly simulations to provide estimated monthly and annual energy production at selected locations, using the corresponding TMY weather data (Figure 8). The hourly direct current (DC) energy is calculated from the PV system’s DC rating and the incident solar radiation, and it is then corrected for the PV cell temperature. The solar radiation data is extracted from the same TMY data used by the other three tools. The PVWatts tool calculates the alternating current (AC) by using the user-provided “DC-to-AC derate” conversion factor and adjusting for inverter efficiency as a function of load. Using the local electricity cost provided by the user, PVWatts then estimates the monthly and yearly AC energy produced by the proposed PV system.
Figure 7. Green Roof Energy Calculator (Portland State University).
Figure 8. PVWatts™ Calculator (NREL).
Enhanced ROOFER with Energy Performance Assessment. As part of the ESTCP project, the two ORNL calculators (CRC and SSC) were converted to one single program, which for current purposes is referred to as the Cool Roof–Insulation Tool, thereby facilitating development of the interface with ROOFER (Figure 9). The remainder of the development work focused on the ROOFER program and the interface between it and the four tools developed by others (i.e., Cool Roof–Insulation Tool, GREC, and PVWatts).

The necessary data elements required for input to each of the tools were identified. These data include characteristics and properties of the existing roofing system, installation energy costs and location, building, HVAC efficiencies, and vegetative roofing parameters. The ROOFER database structure was revised to accommodate the new data elements. Field collection sheets and data input screens were developed along with interface routines that pass the appropriate ROOFER data elements to the four tools.

Figure 10 shows the Enhanced ROOFER’s economic evaluation section analysis report. This report is generated by using the energy performance and cost data that are provided by the
integrated tools to support generation of automated energy cost/benefit analyses. The insulation R-value assessment and cool roofing technology was evaluated for roofing systems on all buildings. Because vegetative roofing systems require unique structural and roof system designs and maintenance requirements, they were evaluated for user-selected buildings only. These systems are generally utilized within DoD on a very limited set of buildings to take advantage of architectural aesthetics. PV implementations were also evaluated on user-selected buildings.

![Image of ESTCP Roof Section Analysis](image)

**Figure 10.** ROOFER economic evaluation with energy and sustainability features.

To ensure compliance, roof performance characteristics for insulation and cool roofing that meet current DoD and service requirements (i.e., ASHRAE 90.1 for membrane roofing and ASHRAE 90.2 for steep roofing) were also passed to the tools. After analyses were executed, the tools passed the resulting energy use, cost data, and other outputs for vegetative roofing to ROOFER. Using the outputs and expanded ROOFER inventory, the user is able to automatically execute the Enhanced ROOFER COA analyses. Based on service life performance models, repair cost databases, and repair and replacement algorithms, repair and replacement projects can be
generated. These projects incorporate the energy and sustainability technologies where appropriate (Figure 11).

**Figure 11. Components of ROOFER with energy performance assessment and COA analyses.**

### 2.2 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The basic data structure of the approach consisted of augmentation to the ROOFER graphical user interface (GUI) and tables to allow for input of required third-party calculator data. After user input of the data, the data was transmitted to the energy calculators installed on the same server. Outputs from the energy calculators were then input into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet on the server. Work with the spreadsheet data heavily utilized the program’s solver function to perform multiple iterations of the methodology to identify not only the optimal roof type, but also the most appropriate timeframe to replace the roof (often before the currently installed roof section had completed its life cycle). Output from the Excel model was then sent back to ROOFER, and necessary reports were generated. Figure 12–Figure 21 display the user interface screenshots the user will encounter during energy information entry.
Figure 12. Navigation to “Building Attributes.”

Figure 13. Edit energy inputs.
Figure 14. Roof section tabs.

Figure 15. Navigate to “Run Calculation Simulations.”
Figure 16. Cool roof alternative selection details.

Figure 17. Solar photovoltaic and green roof alternative input details.
Figure 18. Run simulation.

Figure 19. Simulation result reports—annual work plan.
Figure 20. Simulation results reports—annual work plan (out-year projections).

Figure 21. Simulation results reports—section analysis summary.
3. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Perhaps in contrast to other ESTCP demonstration projects, the data and metrics for some of the definitive quantitative performance objectives in this project are provided directly as part of the demonstrations. A reduction in implementation costs and a reduction in costs to develop and generate COA recommendations are some of the main points addressed in this project. ROOFER currently provides only recommendations to repair or replace a particular roof in-kind. However, with Enhanced ROOFER, a facility manager benefits from improved COA analysis considerations for providing recommendations. In addition, the facility manager is free to consider only a single type of alternative recommendation or to consider multiple alternative roofing technologies.

3.1 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The quantitative and qualitative performance objectives (POs) are shown in Table 1 (see next page).

3.2 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES DESCRIPTIONS

3.2.1 Increase in roof assessment alternatives (quantitative)

- **Definition.** Increase in the amount of COA alternatives provided after a roof assessment is completed through improved analytics and available solution alternatives.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide the current method of developing a COA analysis and will provide COA solution(s) given.
- **Metric.** The amount of COA alternatives are provided after a given roof assessment.
- **Data.** Any and all information needed to perform roof assessment and provide a COA. All resulting COA recommendations should be provided.
- **Analytical Methodology.** The data acquired should be considered in the development of the COA for both the current methodology, which serves as the baseline in the comparative analysis, and for using Enhanced ROOFER.
- **Success Criteria.** Once the roof assessments are completed, the number of COAs provided should be tallied and investigated. Current methods of developing COAs will act as the baseline, and the COAs developed and recommended by Enhanced ROOFER are compared to the baseline. If in the comparison, the number of COAs provided by Enhanced ROOFER is greater, then the success criteria is confirmed. Three alternatives were able to be successfully simulated, as shown in Figure 22 (follows Table 1).
Table 1. Project performance objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Objective</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Data Requirement</th>
<th>Success Criteria</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantitative Performance Objectives</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in number of roof assessment alternatives</td>
<td>Number of alternatives analyzed</td>
<td>Start-to-finish time reports for duration of analysis</td>
<td>Two or more COA alternatives available for decision making</td>
<td>Three additional COA alternatives made available for decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in cost to develop COA</td>
<td>Cost ($)</td>
<td>Cost to run baseline analysis (by manual method)</td>
<td>Reduction in cost from Enhanced ROOFER analysis compared to baseline* by 15% or more</td>
<td>Cost to evaluate each alternative type by hand reduced by at least 15% by collating tools and data in Enhanced ROOFER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training – facility manager</td>
<td>Hours of training required and ability to perform tasks without supervision</td>
<td>Required amount of training hours for facility managers, survey results</td>
<td>Less than 4 hours of training</td>
<td>No facility manager training was accomplished due to final recommendation to avoid use of Enhanced ROOFER.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of implementation</td>
<td>Additional cost for ROOFER implementations</td>
<td>Implementation contract cost</td>
<td>Less than 15% additional implementation cost compared to baseline</td>
<td>It is estimated that 15% extra labor is required to complete an Enhanced ROOFER analysis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qualitative Performance Objectives</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptability across all service branches</td>
<td>Number of installations</td>
<td>Survey service technical representatives</td>
<td>Full acceptance of technology from Army, Air Force, and Navy.</td>
<td>Final recommendation is to avoid use of Enhanced ROOFER, therefore acceptance not applicable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability – implementation contractor</td>
<td>Ease of contractor to perform inventory data collection and data input</td>
<td>Survey results</td>
<td>No decrease in contractor satisfaction over baseline.</td>
<td>Input data determined to be cumbersome and foreign to typical contractor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability – facility manager</td>
<td>Ease of installation facility managers in using software and generating reports</td>
<td>Survey results</td>
<td>Satisfactory experience and opinion of system operation.</td>
<td>Satisfactory experience realized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User satisfaction – facility manager</td>
<td>Degree of satisfaction</td>
<td>Survey results</td>
<td>Satisfaction with system capability versus existing roof asset management practice.</td>
<td>Satisfactory experience realized.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
* The baseline in this table and throughout this document refers to the roof in-kind or current roof type.
3.2.2 Reduction in costs to develop COA (quantitative)

- **Definition.** Reduce by 15% or more in the cost required to perform a roof condition assessment and then determine a subsequent COA based on the assessment results.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide measures of the amount of time it takes to run a typical analysis along with its respective cost. Data related to roof expected life, installation date, etc., will be expected as well. These data will then be used in the comparative analysis of the two methodologies.
- **Metric.** The projected cost in dollars that it will take to perform the roof condition analyses to determine the success of the objective.
- **Data.** The cost attributed to this work from the time contractors begin work on any part of the roof assessment analysis until the analysis is completed. The bulk of the cost in this effort will be realized in the form of labor costs. Also, data related to roof installation date, expected life, roof type, and other roof assessment metrics will be considered.
- **Analytical Methodology.** The cost data acquired should be calculated for both the current and enhanced methodology, which serves as the baseline in the comparative analysis, and by using Enhanced ROOFER. Estimates from industry sources can be used to determine cost of labor per hour per worker. By taking into consideration the amount of workers, the type of workers and the length of time of the work, a reliable cost assessment can be determined. The cost to perform this analysis by hand for various alternatives will be compared to the cost estimated to use Enhanced ROOFER. In addition, the COA recommendation received by the two methodologies is to be considered as well. Costs necessary to determine COA and costs...
that will be inherited as a result of decision to accept the recommended COA should be considered. In this decision matrix, a life-cycle cost analysis of the roof will be conducted to illustrate possible savings given the selected alternative. A total cost of ownership (TCO) or a net-present worth cost analysis can be conducted to determine which alternative offers the best cost benefit.

- **Success Criteria.** Once the total cost for each methodology is determined, a comparative analysis can be performed. The total cost includes the initial cost, capital benefit, labor costs, and any other necessary costs in order to determine a COA. The difference in the two costs will confirm the success criteria. To consider life-cycle cost (LCC) benefit, consider the costs incurred as a result of accepting a COA recommendation from the two methodologies. After performing an LCC analysis and a net present worth analysis, the resulting two costs can be compared. The difference in cost will confirm the success criteria if the result shows a reduction of 15% or more.

### 3.2.3 Training – facility manager (quantitative)

- **Definition.** Effectiveness of hands-on classroom training of existing and new features of the Enhanced ROOFER System, as provided to the installation facility management team.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide a measure of the level of effectiveness and time efficiency of the provided training for data management, COA analyses, and report generation.
- **Metric.** Degree of satisfaction on a five-point scale from high (5) to low (1).
- **Data.** After the training is completed, the project team will do an assessment of the training session including its content, organization, and time requirements. User satisfaction data will also be collected during informal interviews with the trainees. The project team will reassess this data after the Project Work Plan Development phase of the project is completed.
- **Analytical Methodology.** Responses to informal interviews on satisfaction with training will be reviewed and then combined with project team assessments based on self-critique after training session is completed. The project team will then reevaluate the assessments after being able to monitor the individual user experiences. The project team will modify the content and structure of the training based on the training analyses.
- **Success Criteria.** Training for the Enhanced ROOFER features will be considered successful if the required time for completing the modified training session is four hours or less, and the user satisfaction rating average is 3 or higher.

### 3.2.4 Cost of implementations (quantitative)

- **Definition.** Contract cost to implement Enhanced ROOFER system.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide a measure of the additional contract costs for having a contractor collect and input new inventory data related to roof covering, insulation, HVAC energy efficiencies, and installation energy costs that are required for added features of the system.
- **Metric.** The average cost for implementing the Enhanced ROOFER system with the added features will be determined for the three sites.
- **Data.** The contract costs for each of the sites will be used to determine the average additional cost per square feet of roofing for the new system. The most recent contract data for previous
ROOFER implementation using the same contracting mechanism (competitive IDIQ) will provide baseline data.

- **Analytical Methodology.** The project implementation contract data will be compared with baseline data to determine the additional costs for implementing the Enhanced ROOFER system.
- **Success Criteria.** When the additional implementation contract cost is less than 15% of the baseline ROOFER implementation, success will be achieved.

### 3.2.5 Acceptability across all service branches (qualitative)

- **Definition.** Acceptability of Enhanced ROOFER technology for use throughout the three major services as the standard for roof asset management at the installation level.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide a measure of the commitment of upper-level managers and decision makers in the intended and continued use at the installation level of ROOFER with energy performance assessment and COA analyses.
- **Metric.** Degree of satisfaction on a five-point scale from high (5) to low (1).
- **Data.** User satisfaction data and recommendations for improvements will be collected during informal interviews with the three services’ technical representatives.
- **Analytical Methodology.** Responses to informal interviews on satisfaction with system usability, functionality, and performance will be reviewed and assessed.
- **Success Criteria.** The Enhanced ROOFER features will be considered successful if service technical representatives are satisfied with technology and are committed to supporting implementation at their respective installations.

### 3.2.6 Usability – contractor (qualitative)

- **Definition.** Level of satisfaction of the contractor regarding the new inventory data collection procedures and program input features of the Enhanced ROOFER system.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide the measure of satisfaction that the contractor’s implementing team had in using the enhanced functionality of the ROOFER system, particularly the collection of additional inventory data and input of this data into the ROOFER database.
- **Metric.** Degree of satisfaction on a five-point scale from high (5) to low (1), when compared to usability of previous ROOFER system.
- **Data.** Contractor will be directed to contact project team concerning any systemic problems with data collection or input that arose during the implementation phase. Contractor satisfaction data will be collected during informal interviews after implementation is completed.
- **Analytical Methodology.** Responses to informal interviews on satisfaction with inventory process and data input will be reviewed and combined with project team assessment based on communications with contractor concerning program integrity related to these features.
- **Success Criteria.** The contractor usability will be considered successful if (1) the contractor’s satisfaction rating average achieves 3 or higher, and interviews indicate a positive attitude in use of the system; and (2) all identified data input problems have been resolved by completion of the implementation phase.
3.2.7 Usability – facility manager (qualitative)

- **Definition.** Level of satisfaction among the installation facility managers regarding ease of implementing the new features of the Enhanced ROOFER system.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide a measure of satisfaction that the installation personnel have in using the enhanced functionality of the ROOFER system, particularly the generation of roof repair and replacement requirements that include energy and sustainability technologies.
- **Metric.** Degree of satisfaction on a five point scale from high (5) to low (1).
- **Data.** User satisfaction data will be collected during informal interviews with the facility managers and system users. Information will be collected by the project team during the Project Work Plan Development phase to assess the integrity of the application related to acceptable program processing times and error-free execution of all new features.
- **Analytical Methodology.** Responses to informal interviews on satisfaction with system use, manipulation, and updating of data, and generation of repair and replacement analyses reports will be reviewed and combined with project team assessment of program integrity.
- **Success Criteria.** The Enhanced ROOFER features will be considered successful if the user satisfaction rating average is 3 or higher, and interviews indicate a positive attitude in the system’s ease of use.

3.2.8 User satisfaction (qualitative)

- **Definition.** Level of user satisfaction among the installation’s facility managers with the generated output and results related to energy assessment and COA analyses functions of the ROOFER program.
- **Purpose.** The PO will provide a measure of satisfaction users have in the enhanced functionality of ROOFER and its ability to help them achieve installation energy and sustainability goals.
- **Metric.** Degree of satisfaction on a five-point scale from high (5) to low (1).
- **Data.** User satisfaction data will be collected during informal interviews with the facility managers and system users.
- **Analytical Methodology.** Responses to informal interviews on satisfaction with system value related to developing roofing projects with energy and sustainable technologies.
- **Success Criteria.** Enhanced ROOFER’s features will be considered successful if the user satisfaction rating average is 3 or higher, and interviews indicate a positive attitude and confidence in both the system product and system integrity.
4. FACILITY/SITE DESCRIPTION

The initial intent of the project team was to demonstrate the Enhanced ROOFER program at three installations, one each at an Army, Navy, and Air Force installation. By demonstrating at three different military branches, the project team sought to engage decision makers responsible for implementing roof management at the individual service’s headquarters during the entire process. The project team would also have the benefit of overseeing the various requirements and processes that impact successful implementation for each service.

4.1 FACILITY/SITE SELECTION CRITERIA

A typical military installation has hundreds of buildings and millions of square feet of roofing assets to manage. With these large roofing inventories, military installations also have the need for effective roof asset management. And, because energy and sustainability technologies related to roofing have applications in all climates and geographical locations, all DoD installations can benefit from the Enhanced ROOFER COA analyses—regardless of mission, facility type, and geographical location. However, with cool roofing technology being a required consideration for roofing projects in Climate Zones 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 23), the project team decided to select two installations within these zones. It should also be noted that PV efficiencies are typically better in these regions, as compared to more northern continental United States (CONUS) locations. To help ensure successful demonstrations, the project team agreed that the selected sites should have a public works organization that is dedicated to formalized facility asset management. Upper management should also be enthusiastically committed to implementing sustainable energy technologies as part of the installation’s roofing rehabilitation program.

To thoroughly evaluate all aspects of the new features of the Enhanced ROOFER system, it was deemed important to conduct the demonstrations at sites that are currently using ROOFER. This approach allowed the team to evaluate the database import and conversion subroutines, which are crucial for ensuring backward compatibility of the software with existing databases. Fort Riley, Kansas, was the perfect choice to meet all those needs. Over the past 20 years, Fort Riley (located in Climate Zone 4) has managed the repair and replacement of its roofs by using the ROOFER system. Throughout that time, ROOFER inspections have been conducted regularly on their nonfamily housing buildings. Based on these condition assessments and using the ROOFER management reports, they have developed their roof replacement program and long-term budget requirements. However, unlike many installations, they have also utilized ROOFER to develop repair projects, thereby extending roof service life.

With Fort Riley located in Climate Zone 4, the team relied on AFCEC and Naval Facilities Energy Command (NAVFACENCOM) technical representatives to each identify and recruit a candidate installation that met the management requirements and was located in Climate Zone 1, 2, or 3 (Figure 23). Naval Air Station (NAS) Jacksonville, Florida, and Luke AFB, Arizona, were selected by their service’s technical representatives. Both were chosen based on their recently expressed interest in implementing ROOFER.
4.2 FACILITY/SITE LOCATION AND OPERATIONS

Like other major DoD installations, each of the three demonstration sites has several hundred buildings and at least a million square feet of roofing area to manage. The facilities house a variety of functions including administration, operations, maintenance, supply, and community support. Both low-slope roofs with bituminous and single-ply membrane systems and steep roofs having asphalt shingles or metal panels are the most common roofing system used. Each of these systems can be inspected and evaluated using the ROOFER system.

4.2.1 Fort Riley

Fort Riley is an Army division-level training installation located in northeast Kansas, just west of the city of Manhattan, and it has facilities and infrastructure to support 18,000 soldiers and 7,000 civilian workers. The Directorate of Public Works (DPW) at Fort Riley currently manages more than 400 buildings totaling 4.8 million square feet of roofing by using the ROOFER SMS. The ROOFER program is maintained within the DPW Engineering Division, which is responsible for developing roof repair and replacement projects. Programming and budgeting information is reported to the DPW Business Operations Division.
4.2.2 Fort Bragg

Fort Bragg was selected in light of the inability of the team to gain approval to visit NAS Jacksonville. Fort Bragg is the largest military installation in the world (by population), with over 50,000 active duty personnel and is located in North Carolina. Given Fort Bragg’s coastal climate and need for roof inspections following Hurricane Matthew in October 2016, the project team, in cooperation with ESTCP and Fort Bragg leadership, visited the installation to conduct Enhanced ROOFER assessments.

4.2.3 Luke AFB

Luke AFB is near Phoenix in the city of Glendale, Arizona. The installation is a training site for pilots and maintenance crews. Each year, more than 300 active-duty, Guard and Reserve pilots, and more than 550 maintenance crew chiefs are trained. The 56th Civil Engineering Squadron is responsible for managing the roofs on approximately 400 buildings on the base. The squadron’s Operation Engineering Section is responsible for developing the long-range roof replacement program. As projects are identified, the Engineering Section determines the requirements for individual projects and then executes the projects.

4.3 FACILITY/SITE CONDITIONS

ROOFER assessments were performed by seasoned roof inspectors (private contractor employees) at the installations. The primary concerns were physical security and accessibility to the installation, buildings, and rooftops while performing the surveys. ROOFER assessments performed by contractors required a significant level of coordination between the contractor, facility managers, and security officers, particularly at the outset though such challenges aren’t unique to Enhanced ROOFER assessments.

Appendix A of the current ERDC-CERL ROOFER implementation IDIQ (indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity) includes the Safety Plan for Roofing Assessments, which was provided as part of the individual installation contracts. The project team worked with the installation and the contractor to set up an emergency plan prior to commencing field work. The plan addresses appropriate procedures to be followed in case accidents occur.
5. TEST DESIGN

5.1 DEMONSTRATION QUESTION

For existing buildings, the most practical time to implement energy efficiency measures and new technologies such as increased levels of roof insulation, cool roof systems, vegetative roofing, and PV systems is during a roofing repair/replacement project. Implementation of the Enhanced ROOFER prototype at three sites seeks to demonstrate that a decision to incorporate these measures into an existing roof system can be evaluated efficiently as part of the normal process of performing roof asset management. To achieve this, a ROOFER interface to existing web tools is developed to enable facility managers to evaluate projected energy savings and costs for each alternative.

5.2 CONCEPTUAL TEST DESIGN

5.2.1 Hypothesis

ROOFER currently is limited in its capability to analyze, obtain, and consider energy data. However, by enhancing ROOFER with energy performance analysis capabilities, building managers can realize lower life-cycle costs along with improved roof repair or replace recommendations. Considering multiple COA recommendations and taking advantage of optimized results will aid in this effort.

5.2.2 Variables

- **Independent variables** are roof property inputs into ROOFER that have a direct effect on roof characteristics, including but not limited to solar reflectance index (SRI), R-value for insulation, materials, roof age, etc.
- **Dependent variables** include energy use and greenhouse gas emissions, which are outputs of the web application calculators. The COAs generated in both the enhanced version of ROOFER and the baseline version of ROOFER serve as dependent variables.
- **Controlled variables** in this study include variables that do not change in ROOFER and remain constant by the user. Controlled variables include the ROOFER inventory, which includes roof types, condition of current roofs, location, and weather.

5.2.3 Test Design

To demonstrate the ROOFER energy performance assessment and COA capability, demonstrations were conducted at the three sites (see sections 4.1 and 4.2). Once implementations are completed and the inventory and inspection databases have been established, the installation facility managers, along with the project team participation, will perform the automated ROOFER COA analyses. The users will execute the Roof Section Analyses Reports for individual buildings and accompanying summary reports for their entire databases. As with the original program, the reports will provide optimal strategies for repairing or replacing individual building roofs (see left side of report shown in Figure 10). In addition,
these reports will provide expanded COA recommendations based on an energy performance evaluation through the implemented calculators. Enhanced ROOFER will run a simulation and perform a life-cycle cost analysis according to the inputs put in by the user. Each alternative solution desired will be simulated individually and the life-cycle cost of each can then be compared, along with their respective COA. Once the alternative solutions are derived, facility managers will then compare these solutions to the baseline case, which is to replace the roof in-kind. Users will determine the return on investment for individual projects on a building-by-building basis, with a rollup of data for each of the three demonstration sites.

5.2.4 Test phases

At each of the three sites, the project team will work with the users to select individual roofs to be considered for vegetative roofing systems or roof mounted PV systems. ROOFER will generate the energy and sustainability benefits for these options as typically generated by the GREC and PVWatts tools.

Table 2 illustrates how the results from the conceptual test design will be used to assess the improvements that result from Enhanced ROOFER. For each of the quantitative metrics, the capital values for both the baseline and improved alternatives were calculated. The life-cycle costs for each COA alternative will then be projected, and the results tabulated for each roof. In this comparative analysis, the roof in its current state during the time of the analysis serves as the baseline case. In the analysis, a recommendation to repair or replace a roof using the current roof type will be indicated by the note “repair or replace roof in kind.” The roof alternative is selected by the user, and a simulation is run for each desired roof COA alternative. Table 2 is a fictitious example that illustrates the process of comparing all the COAs generated to replace two different roofs. Column headings are explained below:

- **ROOF DATA** columns show data characterizing the particular roof being analyzed. Note that more data is included in the analysis than is shown in this example.
- **REPLACE COA ALTERNATIVES** section of table – The “Baseline COA” column illustrates the baseline case and the COA to replace the roof in-kind.
- **REPLACE COA ALTERNATIVES** section of table – The “Enhanced ROOFER COA Alternatives (1–3)” illustrates three COA alternatives to replace the current roof.
- **Performance Objective Analysis** Column – This column focuses on the performance objectives of the work and the success criteria outlined to validate the resulting COA recommendations.

In this example, a facility manager needs to replace a roof. The manager is interested in three types of alternatives: to replace the roof in-kind, replace using a cool roof and lastly to simply upgrade the insulation. The EPA provides estimate values of the capital investment for the alternative COAs selected. In this case, cool roofs are estimated to run just under $5/sf and about $5.60/sf for insulation. Of course these values depend heavily on location, methodology, etc.; these are estimated values for general cases. Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs, repair costs, etc. are considered in the life cycle analysis and are estimated in the table below under the main column REPLACE COA ALTERNATIVES.
Three separate analyses were ran using the improved built-in analysis capabilities in Enhanced ROOFER. The results in Table 2 show a life-cycle cost that can be expected over the life of the roof, given the technology type selected. The results shown in the table are to represent the life-cycle cost estimations if these COA alternatives were implemented, which were replace in-kind, replace using cool roof or replace by upgrading insulation.

### Table 2. Comparison of Enhanced ROOFER COA alternatives (illustration only).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOF DATA</th>
<th>REPLACE COA ALTERNATIVES</th>
<th>Performance Objective Analysis–Success Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline COA</td>
<td>Enhanced ROOFER COA Alternatives (1–3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In-Kind</td>
<td>Alt 1: In-Kind (improved)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building / Roof Section</td>
<td>Roof Size (sf)</td>
<td>Roof Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040 Vehicle Maintenance Shop</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>Built-up Roof (BUR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2090 Life Science Test Facility Sec BB</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>Metal panel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Numbers are for illustration only, and do not represent actual results.

The Table 2 example shows that two performance objectives from the quantitative section in Table 1 are met—*increase number of roof assessment alternatives* and *reduction in cost to develop COA*. The first objective is confirmed by illustrating that Enhanced ROOFER has successfully provided three COA alternatives, realized through the output data seen under the section *Enhanced ROOFER COA alternatives (1-3)*. Although Enhanced ROOFER is capable of providing up to five alternatives, only three were selected in this example. The second performance objective, *reduction in cost to develop COA*, is confirmed by illustrating a reduction in cost of 15% or more for each of COA alternatives 1, 2, and 3. All the results in the last column, *Performance Objective Analysis–Success Criteria* ended up meeting the success criteria for the second performance objective except for alternative 1 for the first example, the first row. This result tells the user that alternative 1 is not an economic alternative (based on the criteria set), while the other alternatives are.

### 5.3 BASELINE CHARACTERIZATION

The project team used the accepted energy calculation models on each current roof design to establish the baseline energy use. The phenomenon for roof energy performance is well understood and existing models can be used to accurately calculate the energy performance of the existing roof design. The models are already well accepted and understood, and this project is not testing the models (thereby requiring measurement to validate). Rather, the intent of this project is to validate the deployment of the models as an analysis tool. As such any comparisons
between current and expected designs and the resulting change in energy performance can be reasonably calculated by the model(s).

5.4 DESIGN AND LAYOUT OF SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The enhanced version of ROOFER SMS will incorporate data elements to capture the energy supply rates for each location, the energy supply type (electricity, natural gas, etc.) for each building, and the mechanical system information needed to calculate the energy performance characteristics of each roof. ROOFER will integrate with the energy models using a service-based architecture (the work plan calls for modifications to the Cool Roof Calculator and the Steep Slope Calculator to act as a service) to provide the existing roof inventory data, and these data elements, and receive results back from the energy models. ROOFER will submit and retrieve these model results in the background as part of the interactive process of performing a roof maintenance and repair (M&R) analysis; the result of which is a formal recommendation of repair actions to take or whole roof replacement. In the case where roof replacement is recommended, ROOFER’s cost calculations will be updated to incorporate the various energy-saving alternatives and their related costs as calculated by the energy models and make a suitable alternative recommendation.

5.5 OPERATIONAL TESTING

To validate the usability of the new program features, obtain user buy-in to the process, and provide appropriate training, it will be necessary to have uninterrupted working sessions of several hours in duration with the “ROOFER manager” over the course of a week. To ensure success, these activities, the level of required participation, and its importance will be discussed with upper management. Schedules will be established early, and periods of heavy workload (i.e., end of fiscal year) will be avoided. No travel by installation personnel will be required.

5.6 SAMPLING PROTOCOL

Approximately 320,000 square feet of roof area at each installation was inspected and input into Enhanced ROOFER. Roof characteristics considered for selection included but were not limited to: roof type, roof category, physical access and roof material. The roof types inspected at each installation was judiciously selected so as to best test the functionality of Enhanced ROOFER.

5.7 EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION

This section is not applicable to this test as no equipment is being deployed, nor are measurements requiring calibrated equipment.
6. COST ASSESSMENT

Enhanced ROOFER requires many additional inputs be made to an already input-intensive roof management program. The types of inputs required are often unfamiliar to roof inspectors, as evidenced by discussion with experienced roof inspectors during the project’s demonstration. Because most roof inspections in the DoD are performed via contract, an inspector’s unfamiliarity with the additional data inputs poses a cost risk in addition to a performance risk for such contracts. The research team estimates that the extra time needed to gather necessary energy-related information constitutes a 35% increase in roof inspection time. This significant time increase would further strain already constrained preventive maintenance budgets and may result in fewer roofs being inspected if adopted.
7. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

7.1 RELIANCE ON THIRD-PARTY ENERGY CALCULATORS

An implicit assumption was made at the onset of this project that the third-party calculators used were static in their development. Throughout the execution time frame of this project, multiple third-party energy calculators were revised, both in terms of their web layout and their coding. In the development of a system which is reliant upon static input, this dynamic state was very challenging to the software team. Version issues as well as application program interface changes plagued the project. To mitigate this issue to an extent, ERDC-CERL requested stand-alone versions of the calculators, which were then installed on local servers.

7.2 INSTALLATION COOPERATION

NAS Jacksonville was originally slated to be a demonstration site. When the team was prepared to demonstrate the technology at NAS Jacksonville in August-September 2016, installation personnel disallowed demonstration, citing the time frame requested (end of FY2016). The demonstration had been significantly delayed by the research team due to multiple performance related issues.

7.3 CUMBERSOME DATA QUANTITY AND UNFAMILIARITY

The cumulative amount of inputs to the methodology is cumbersome to the roof inspection process. Existing ROOFER methodology, while robust, requires comparatively more input data than most roof inspection methodologies. Energy-related data, including utility costs, exacerbates an already elongated process.

Numerous Enhanced ROOFER-specific energy inputs are unfamiliar to many roof inspectors. For example, the size of chillers and heating equipment is beyond the scope of most roof inspection contracts. This unfamiliarity with required inputs would undoubtedly present a cost and performance risk to many roof inspection contracts.

Challenges in Methodology

The fundamental challenge faced by this project, as in many sustainable enhancement projects, is how to measure and optimize sustainability and environmental decisions. A qualitative argument could be made that, of the roof types considered, vegetated roofs are the most environmentally friendly. However, quantitative analysis cannot easily be accomplished to reach a similar recommendation unless consideration is given to CO₂ reduction, heat island effect, and other measures. To consider such measures, a crippling complex algorithm would need to be developed and is beyond the scope of this project. Optimization of yearly costs (continuously accrued and amortized) was chosen as the only factor which could be combined with a robust condition assessment methodology.

The methodology and algorithms employed in this project require further refinement to provide maximum utility to roof managers. In many cases, the methodology yielded a recommended
replacement with a more energy-efficient roof well before a replacement was warranted by service-life expiration or condition issues. In a funding-constrained environment, such recommendations are difficult to defend politically and do not take into account typical DoD funding arrangements.

*Rack-Mounted Photovoltaic Panels are not Roof Types*

The methodology employed considers both the overall costs and condition state of the roof. Rack-mounted PV panels have no wear surface in terms of waterproofing and therefore, they cannot be assessed in terms of roof condition, although their mounting does slightly degrade the condition rating of the roof upon which they are set due to roofing penetrations required in mounting the panels.

*Vegetated Roofs are Cost Prohibitive*

When evaluating roof selection to optimize for lowest life-cycle cost (to include construction, maintenance, and operating costs), vegetated roofs are not selected by the model for any of the demonstration roofs. The higher initial construction costs are found to be cost prohibitive by the model unless offset by providing a value for CO₂ reduction, as discussed under the above section, Challenges in Methodology.
8. RECOMMENDATIONS AND PATH FORWARD

In the vast majority of cases at all demonstration sites, the analysis concluded that replacement of the in-place roof with a cool roof to be the best COA. Since the specific properties of the roof had little impact on identifying different COAs, the use of an Enhanced ROOFER module that incorporates potential energy cost savings is not considered necessary to support this facility management decision. The current ROOFER system can still be used to determine when a roof needs intermediate repairs or replacement based on its condition, but the development of an enhanced ROOFER capability is not necessary to determine the type of roof to replace it with.

Instead, the team concluded that a policy to encourage the use of cool roofs would be warranted when replacement is required based on an installation’s knowledge of its roofing inventory conditions. Team members reported the findings to the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) Roofing working group, led by Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. As a result, the UFC 3-110-03, Roofing with Change 2 (Published 01-01-2017) was altered to allow for use of thermal plastic olefin (TPO) roof types and to encourage the use of cool roofs in general.

This approach and final outcome was approved by the ESTCP panel during the May 2017 ESTCP In-Progress Review meeting.
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